OATAO is an open access repository that collects the work of Toulouse researchers and makes it freely available over the web where possible. We present an ab initio study of the structural and electronic properties of type-I and type-II silicon clathrates doped by elements chosen to be more electronegative than silicon. Depending on the intercalated element, we show that the electronic properties of doped silicon clathrates can exhibit metallic, semiconducting, or insulating behavior. It is found in particular that doping can lead to silicon-based materials with a band gap in the visible range and that, in type-II clathrates, the gap can be direct. However, the analysis of the selection rules show that the optical transitions are forbidden in type-I and type-II clathrates. Concerning the structural properties, the bonding between the dopant atom and silicon can significantly decrease the compressibility of the host network to values equivalent to the one of the much denser diamond phase. The present results are complemented and rationalized by the study of endohedrally doped Si n H n ͑n =20,24,28͒ silicon clusters.
I. INTRODUCTION
Four decades after their first synthesis by Kasper et al., 1 clathrates have recently attracted new attention from both experimentalists and theoreticians due to their promising structural, electronic, dynamical, and superconducting properties. This can be related, in particular, to the discovery of a BCS superconductivity at T ϳ 8 K in Ba x Na y @Si- 46 clathrates. [2] [3] [4] Theoretical predictions [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] that the band gap in empty silicon clathrates is ϳ0.7 eV larger than the one of the silicon diamond phase have been confirmed experimentally, 16 thus providing novel perspectives in optoelectronic applications. The low compressibility of such phases, [17] [18] [19] the high stability under pressure, 17 the prospect of using clathrates as low work function materials, 20 the prediction of more generally efficiently doped semiconducting phases, 21 and the high thermoelectric power of doped clathrates [22] [23] [24] [25] are other subjects of current research. Further, due to a rapid progress in the techniques of synthesis, new types of clathrates are constantly appearing. For example, systems containing such doping atoms as alkali metals, alkaline earth metals, or noble metals and frameworks made of combinations of Cu, Al, Ga, In in substitution of Si, Ge, or Sn have been synthesized.
Clathrates are cagelike open framework compounds, composed of three-dimensional networks of polyhedra which are sharing faces. Nearest neighbor distances and angles between the bonds are approximately the same as those we find in the diamond phase ͓in the silicon case d͑Si− Si͒Ϸ2.35± 0.05 Å, ⌰͑Si− Si͒Ϸ109± 5°͔, and all atoms are also linked together through sp 3 -type covalent bonds. The presence of 87% of pentagonal cycle ͑contrary to the diamond phase where there are only hexagonal cycles͒ is expected to be at the origin of the specific electronic and dynamical properties of clathrates. 14 Clathrates are mainly classified into two types. The type-I clathrate, called Si-46, crystallizes in a simple cubic ͑sc͒ lattice with 46 atoms per unit cell and a Pm3n ͑No. 223͒ symmetry. We distinguish two sorts of cages in the network: 2 dodecahedral ͑12-hedral with 12 pentagonal cycles͒ X 20 cages ͑X =Si,Ge,Sn͒ of I h point symmetry, and 6 tetrakaidecahedra X 24 ͑14-hedral with 12 pentagonal and 2 opposing hexagonal cycles͒ cages of D 6d symmetry, which are connected together by sharing their faces ͓see Fig. 1͑a͔͒ . The type-II clathrate Si-34 ͑often referred to as Si-136͒ is a face centered cubic ͑fcc͒ lattice with 34 atoms in the unit cell and a Fd3m ͑No. 227͒ symmetry. This crystal can be seen as an aggregate of 2 hexadecahedral ͑16-hedral with 12 pentagonal and 4 hexagonal cycles͒ X 28 cages ͑T d ͒ ͓Fig. 1͑b͔͒ at each site of the fcc unit cell. The space between the 16-hedral cages forms other cages of ͑4͒ 12-hedral X 20 .
The originality of such structures is the possibility of a high endohedral doping, that is doping by inserting ͑interca-lation͒ until there is one atom in each cage ͑which corresponds to 20% of doping͒. From this point of view, doping of clathrates is much easier than doping of the diamond phase. As it will be shown later, intercalation can lead to dramatic changes of the electronic and structural properties. In a previous work, 26 we reported our theoretical results on the unusual structural and electronic properties of I 8 @Si-46 clathrate synthesized recently by Reny et al. 27 In the present paper, we expand our study and report our ab initio results for Si-46 and Si-34 clathrates doped by seven elements ͑Xe, I, Te, Sn, Kr, Br, and Ge͒ from the right side of the periodic table. We have not explored all the possibilities of intercalation, however we would like to give a general overview of this type of doping. The variety of doping elements will allow us to perform a comparative analysis and to predict and to understand the evolution of the interaction of the doping element with the host network. As a result, the evolution of the properties of the material can be further analyzed.
The paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II, we briefly outline our computational framework. In Sec. III A, we present first-principle calculations on type-I clathrate doped by the elements mentioned above. To understand the origin of the modification of the electronic properties under doping, we study, in Sec. III B, the isolated clusters Si 20 
II. COMPUTATIONAL DETAILS
Our calculations were done within the density functional theory 28, 29 ͑DFT͒ in the local density approximation ͑LDA͒. The Perdew-Zunger parametrization 30 of the Ceperley-Alder homogeneous electron gas exchange-correlation potential 31 was used. The valence electrons were treated explicitly while the influence of the core electrons and atomic nuclei was replaced by norm-conserving Trouiller-Martins pseudopotentials 32 factorized in Kleinman-Bylander form. 33 For the doping elements, pseudopotentials were generated including scalar relativistic effects and a nonlinear core correction 34 was used to mimic some of the effects of the d shell on the valence electrons.
We employed the SIESTA program package 35 which is a self-consistent pseudopotential code based on numerical pseudoatomic orbitals ͑PAOs͒ as the basis set for decomposition of the one-electron wave functions. A well-converged basis set, consisting of doubled ͕s , p x , p y , p z ͖ orbitals plus polarization d-orbitals was adopted. The charge density was calculated on a real-space grid with a spacing equivalent to 80 Ryd cutoff. For structure optimization, the Brillouin Zone ͑BZ͒ was sampled by a 2 ϫ 2 ϫ 2 Monkhorst and Pack grid 36 which corresponds to 1 and 2 irreducible k points for M 8 @Si-46 ͑sc lattice͒ and M 6 @Si-34 ͑fcc lattice͒ clathrates respectively. For the calculation of the density of states, we have adopted a fine 8 ϫ 8 ϫ 8 grid ͑20 and 60 irreducible k points, respectively͒.
All systems studied below were fully relaxed both with respect to the unit cell size and atomic positions. To evaluate the bulk modulus, several structural relaxations for different unit cell volumes were performed, and the results were fitted by a Murnaghan equation of state.
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III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
A. The case of the "Xe\ Sn… 8 @Si-46 clathrates Calculated structural parameters and cohesive energies for type-I silicon clathrates are presented in Table I . Seven elements of the periodic table ͑M = Xe, I, Te, Sn, Kr, Br, and Ge͒ were chosen as possible dopants. The stoichiometry of the calculated structures was M 8 @Si-46, i.e., both Si 24 and Si 20 cages were filled with the doping elements M. We restrict our choice by placing the doping element at the center of the cages. In this section, we concentrate on the compounds where the doping elements belong to the fifth row of the periodic table ͑Xe, I, Te, Sn͒. Such a work has been suggested by the recent synthesis of I-and Te-doped clathrates. 27, 38, 39 We first discuss the structural and mechanical properties of the systems under study and in particular their binding energies E binding ͑M͒ = 1 8 ͓E͑Si46͒ +8E͑M͒ − E͑M 8 @Si46͔͒. We take as a reference the energy of the undoped Si-46 clathrate, and the isolated atom 40 of the doping element. The results ͑Table I͒ suggest that all elements, except for the noble gas ͑Xe and Kr͒, are stabilized by being intercalated inside the Si-46 network. In particular, we find that I atom prefers to sit in the middle of the silicon cages rather than in I 2 dimers ͑by 0.65 eV atom͒, which is consistent with the experimental fact that I 8 @Si-46 has been already synthesized. On the contrary, in the case of Sn ͑or Ge͒ doped element, atom seems prefer to not form doped clathrates ͑see note Ref. 41͒: the formation energy ͑E f in Table I͒ , taking as references Si-46 and the standard states for Sn ͑and Ge͒, is found negative. We will show later, that the increase of the binding energy when going from I to Sn can nevertheless be correlated to the increase of the covalent character of the chemical bond between the dopant and the network. 42 The high compressibility of Xe doped clathrate rules out the simple idea that a big intercalated atom should necessarily prevent the easy compression of the cages.
Two antagonist effects could explain these main results: the steric effects, due to the confinement of the doped element which expand cages, and the ionic/covalent effects, which contract cages, and characterize the interaction between the network and the doping element. Later, we shall try to analyze the role of both of these effects, and will try to use this analysis to understand our structural data.
We now discuss the electronic structure of the M 8 @Si-46 ͑M =Xe,I,Te,Sn͒ clathrates. Figure 2 shows the LDA band structure of doped Si-46 clathrates along high symmetry directions of the Brillouin zone. The band structure for undoped Si-46 clathrate is also presented as a reference. As emphasized in the Introduction, the comparison of the band structures clearly indicates that a large variety of electronic properties can be obtained by changing the intercalated atom.
We first focus on the Xe-doped system. Even though the negative binding energy, obtained for the intercalation of rare gas atom, questions the possibilities of synthesizing such a compound, Xe 8 @Si-46 will serve us as a useful reference system to study the effect of doping. The most important result is the opening of the band gap ͑1.65 eV DFT value͒, which is 0.45 eV larger than that of the empty Si-46 clathrate and 1.1 eV larger than the one of Si-2 diamond ͑within the same DFT formalism͒. Comparing the band structures of Si-46 and Xe 8 @Si-46 systems, we observe that the top of the valence bands is hardly modified while the bottom of the conduction bands changes dramatically. Figure 3 presents calculated electronic density of states ͑eDOS͒ projected onto atomic orbitals for the Xe 8 @Si-46 system. The contribution of Xe-5p orbitals is located in the middle of the valence band, while Xe-5s orbitals are located at much lower energy. Peaks A and B belong to 5s orbitals of Xe atoms located inside Si 20 and Si 24 cages, respectively. Peak A is always lower in energy, due to the smaller size of the Si 20 cage. We observe that, in spite of a small Xe weight both at the top of the valence band and at the bottom of the conduction band, the intercalation of Xe atoms modifies strongly the conduction bands of the Si-46 system. Using the symmetry analysis of the character of Si-46 states, we shall show later that the coupling between Xe and Si-46 states takes place at the bottom of the conduction bands thus opening the band gap. Now we analyze the electronic structure of I 8 @Si-46 and Te 8 @Si-46 clathrates and compare it with that of the Xe 8 @Si-46 system. Contrary to the Xe case, intercalation of I or Te leads to a strong modification of the top valence bands of the silicon network ͑Fig. 2͒, which now has a substantial contribution of the guest atoms 5p orbitals ͑Fig. 3͒. This is related to the ionic character of the I-Si and Te-Si bonds ͓using the Pauling scale, the electronegativities of Si, Te, and I are, respectively, 1.90, 2.10, and 2.66 ͑Ref. 43͔͒. As a results, charge is transfered to the 5p levels of I and Te which are pushed up to the Fermi level. The integrated eDOS for the Iodine system shows that there are exactly four states between the Fermi level and the bottom of the gap, which corresponds exactly to eight I-5p electrons missing in the unit cell. The same integration for Te gives eight states, corresponding to sixteen Te-5p electrons missing. As a result, I and Te systems become p-type degenerated doped semiconductors, with the Fermi level located, respectively, 0.26 and 0.68 eV below the "top of the valence band." While the upper valence bands are strongly modified as compared to Xe 8 @Si-46, we emphasize that the lower conduction bands are on the contrary very similar. Further, the band gap of I 8 @Si-46 is found to be Ϸ1.6 eV, which is relatively close to the one of Xe 8 @Si-46 ͑ϳ1.65 eV͒. This indicates that the band gap opening is not related to charge transfer, ionic effects are not indeed expected to occur when doping by Xe. We shall discuss the origin of such a large band gap in the Sec. III C.
We finally studied the evolution of the electronic structure of M@Si-46 clathrates going from M =I to M = Sn. Figure 3 shows that Sn-5p states are now located in the band gap of the empty Si-46, and the doped clathrate becomes a pure metallic system. The reduction of the electronegativity while going from I to Sn ͑1.96 in Pauling units for Sn 43 ͒ suggests the increase of the covalent part of the chemical bonding between the intercalated atom and the silicon network. This could be a reason for the observed lattice contraction, and the increase of the bulk modulus as it was mentioned above.
The nature of the chemical bond can be understood by analyzing the electron density distribution maps. Namely, we calculated the difference between the electronic density of the doped clathrate and a superposition of the electronic density of empty Si-46 ͑using the same volume͒ and corresponding "isolated" dopants. The results for the ͑100͒ plane are presented in Fig. 4 . The positive ͑bottom͒ and negative ͑top͒ parts of the electronic density are plotted separately for a convenient analysis. The radial electronic density has been plotted for further information along two different directions ͑dotted lines on the map of the Fig. 4͒ : the first along one Si and M atoms in a Si 24 cage ͑bottom͒, and the second along the middle of a Si-Si bond and M in a Si 20 cage ͑top͒. We notice a charge transfer from the cages to the interstitial space atom for the I-and Sn-doped clathrate. In the case of Sn doping we can clearly see a charge transfer from both the Si network and the doping atom to the space between Si and Sn, which proves our statement about the covalent nature of chemical bonding in this compound. In the case of the I doping there are two effects which we need to take to account, to explain the electronic map: the electronic transfer due to the doping and the extension of the orbitals.
The formation of bonds between Si atoms and the dopant element means that the effective coordination number of Si becomes larger than four. As such, doped Si clathrates can be considered as high density phases of Si at ambient pressures. Their increased coordination numbers may explain why Sn 8 @Si-46 shows a large bulk modulus combined with a strong metallic character.
At the end of this section we should mention that our results for the band gap opening have been confirmed by accurate many-body calculations within the GW approxima- tion, performed for the Xe 8 @Si-46 system. 26, 44 The band gap was also found to be 0.6 eV larger as compared to the empty Si-46 clathrate, and twice higher than the silicon diamond phase ͑gap exp = 1.15 eV͒. However, as shown later, the mechanisms responsible for this striking effect can be easily understood within usual DFT-LDA approach, taking into account symmetry considerations.
B. Isolated clusters
For better understanding of the influence of cage-dopant interactions on the electronic properties of type-I and -II clathrates, we have studied the influence of intercalation on isolated hydrogenated clusters the elementary brick of clathrates. The Si 20 , Si 24 , and Si 28 cages were "extractedЉ from the bulk and all dangling bonds on the cluster surfaces were passivate with hydrogen atoms ͑to mimic the fourfold coordination as in the clathrate phase͒. We used unit cells large enough to eliminate the interaction between clusters ͑the distance between the clusters was more than 20 Å͒. The clusters were then relaxed with respect to atomic positions without imposing any symmetry limitations.
The case of isolated and intercalated Si cages ͑H passivated or not͒ have been studied in the past in order to propose new "building blocks" for designing cluster-made materials ͑see Refs. 45-47, for example͒. We study in the following only the intercalated cages which are relevant for our study of the clathrates.
The results show that Si 20 H 20 ͑symmetry I h ͒, Si 24 H 24 ͑D 6d ͒, and Si 28 H 28 ͑T d ͒ clusters remain stable under I doping as in the clathrate bulk. The symmetry groups of the empty clusters were also well preserved after the relaxation process. This fact allowed us to perform a classification of molecular levels of the clusters according to irreducible representations of the corresponding point group. For the I-doped clusters a small distortion of the cage geometry due to a Jahn-Teller effect was observed. The corresponding splitting of the highest occupied molecular orbital level was found to be about 0.15 eV in Si 20 H 20 . In the case of Xe doping, the binding energy is negative ͑non bonding͒ for Si 20 H 20 , and positive for Si 24 H 24 and Si 28 H 28 clusters ͑see Table II͒.  Table III presents the energies of four molecular orbitals, including the highest occupied molecular orbital ͑HOMO͒ and the lowest unoccupied molecular orbital ͑LUMO͒, for each of the clusters. The corresponding irreducible representations are also presented for each of the orbitals. The introduction of the guest atom leads to the shift of the LUMO level to higher energies, yielding an increase of the molecular gap by 0.5 to 0.8 eV ͑Table III͒. On the contrary, the HOMO states seem to be hardly affected by the intercalation in the case of Xe@Si n H n . This effect can be clearly seen on This result is at first sight somewhat counterintuitive, as the 5p shell of Xe or I lies below the HOMO levels. The standard repulsion by hybridization mechanism between two levels ͑see Fig. 6͒ would call for a closing of the gap by repulsion of the HOMO level. However, as shown previously for Xe-doped systems, the top of the valence bands ͑and the HOMO states of the clusters͒ are hardly modified by the intercalation. To understand this fact we shall concentrate on the results presented in Table III and try to find out the reason for the increase of the molecular gap. The molecular field of the cluster causes the splitting of s and p orbitals of the guest atom into several irreducible representations, depending on the point symmetry group of the cluster. Let us consider as an example the Si 20 H 20 cluster. The symmetry group of the cluster is I h , and the orbitals of the guest atom split into the following irreducible representations ͑IRs͒: A g T 1u . We see that these representations are present in the IRs of two lowest unoccupied molecular orbitals, but can not be found among IRs of two highest occupied orbitals. This shows that only the lowest unoccupied orbitals can couple with the orbitals of the guest atom, while coupling with the highest occupied states is forbidden by symmetry. As a result, only the LUMO states are "repelled" by the intercalated orbitals. This mechanism leads to the increasing of the molecular gap value, as observed on eDOS plots ͑Fig. 5͒. Exactly the same effect is observed for Si 24 H 24 and Si 28 H 28 clusters ͑Table III͒. The described hybridization is stronger for smaller cages, leading to a larger gap for the Si 20 H 20 cluster. 48 
C. Symmetry analysis in the clathrate phase
Now keeping in mind all our results obtained for the clusters, we turn back to clathrates and apply the same type of symmetry analysis for the bulk phase. We have analyzed the symmetries of five bands ͑three valence and two conduction͒ at three k points of the irreducible part of the BZ. We took the ⌫ point, the middle between the ⌫ and X points, and the middle between X and M points ͑see Fig. 2͒ . For each k point and each energy band, we determined the irreducible representation ͑IR͒ of the respective point group. The results for Si-46 and Xe 8 @Si-46 systems are summarized in Table  IV .
First, we consider the high-symmetry ⌫ point. The doping atoms are located at positions with point group O h , and the crystal field causes the splitting of s and p orbitals of the doping atom into the following irreducible representations:
where the IRs for the atom in the Si 20 ͑Si 24 ͒ cages. are given on the left ͑right͒ of the direct product.
We observe that the top of the valence band and the bottom of the conduction band belong to A 1u and T 1u representation respectively. However, only T 1u representation is present among the IRs of the doping atom. This leads to the conclusion that only the bottom of the conduction bands can couple to the orbitals of the guest atom, leading to the band gap opening. This is similar to what was observed in the case of isolated clusters. As the T 1u representation is present among IRs of the p orbitals of the doping atoms located both in Si 20 and Si 24 cages, both intercalation sites should contribute to the change of the band structure. 49 There exists of course certain states in the valence band which are allowed to interact with the orbitals of the guest atom. As a result of interaction, these states are also pushed to higher energies ͑Table IV͒, but this shift is not large enough to enter in the band gap ͑Fig. 2͒. Si-46 It is interesting to see if the results obtained above for doping elements in the Xe row, remain valid in the Kr serie. We have therefore performed calculations of type-I clathrates doped by three elements from the fourth row of the periodic table. We studied Kr 8 @Si-46, Br 8 @Si-46, and Ge 8 @Si-46 systems. The calculated lattice parameter, bulk modulus and binding energy for each of the systems are presented in Table  I . Comparing these results with the data obtained for the fifth row elements studied before ͑Table I͒, we observe exactly the same behavior. The bulk modulus continuously increases and reaches 97 GPa for the Ge-doped system, while the unit cell contracts to a volume smaller than the volume of the empty Si-46 structure.
Optical transitions
The band structure ͑Fig. 2͒ and the electronic density of states ͑Fig. 7͒ also shows a strong similarity between Xe 8 @Si-46 and Kr 8 @Si-46 systems, as well as between I 8 @Si-46 and Br 8 @Si-46 systems. Xe-and Kr-doped clathrates remain pure semiconductors, while I-and Br-doped systems become p-type doped semiconductors. The hybridization of the conduction band states with the orbitals of the guest atom leads to the increasing of the band gap value, which becomes larger than 2 eV for Br 8 @Si-46 system ͑DFT value͒. This is even larger than what was obtained for elements in the Xe line. Nothing prevents to believe that even larger gap values may be achieved.
E. Electronic and structural properties of Xe-and I-doped Si-34 clathrates
To make our research complete, we have explored the effect of Xe and I doping on atomic and electronic structure of type-II clathrates. This study will provide us with additional information to check the trends observed in the previous section. At the same time, the results obtained for the isolated clusters indicated that Si 20 cages have stronger influence on the electronic properties of the doped clathrates than Si 28 cages. The study of type-II clathrate will give us a possibility to check the validity of this statement. Table I presents the calculated structural characteristics and binding energies for Xe 6 @Si-34 and I 6 @Si-34 clathrates. The same characteristics for the empty Si-34 structure are also presented for sake of comparison. We see that the structural parameters exhibit the same tendency as in the Si-46 structure. Going from Xe to I, we observe an increase of the bulk modulus accompanied by a decrease of the lattice parameter.
The calculated binding energies for type-I clathrates show that the I atom prefers to sit inside the clathrate cages, while Xe atom does not. However, the calculation of Si-34 systems where Xe is located in Si 28 or in Si 20 only cages yields binding energies of ϳ0 and ϳ−1.6 eV respectively. This demonstrates that Si 28 cages are the first candidates to be occupied by the guest atoms even when this doping is energetically unfavorable. This correlates with the experimental results of Reny et al., 50 who observed that sodium atoms prefer to sit in Si 28 cages in the Na x @Si-34 compound.
We first focus on Xe-doped clathrate Xe 6 @Si-34. The most important result ͑Fig. 8͒ is again a large direct ͑Ϸ1.95 eV DFT value͒ band gap, as compared to 1.30 eV for the empty Si-34 clathrate. As in the case of Xe 8 @Si-46, we notice that the bottom of the conduction band is strongly modified under doping while the top of the valence band is only slightly modified. As we shall see later, the symmetry considerations can help us to understand this effect. For I 6 @Si-34, we also obtain a p-type semiconductor behavior, with three states between the Fermi level and the top of the valence band. This corresponds, as in the I 8 @Si-46 case, exactly to the number of states to fill the I shell. In the two doped type-II clathrates, we observe a direct band gap at the L point, exactly as in the empty Si-34 system.
To clarify the influence of different cages on the electronic properties of the compound, we performed additional calculations of Xe 2 @Si-34 and Xe 4 @Si-34 structures with Xe atoms in Si 28 and Si 20 cages only, respectively. The calculations were performed taking the atomic coordinates of Xe 6 @Si-34 system without structure relaxation and any modifications of the unit cell ͑the difference between these unrelaxed systems and the corresponding relaxed one is small͒. Figure 8 shows the band structure of these systems. We observe a negligible modification of the band structure of Si-34 after intercalating a guest atom in the Si 28 cages. On the contrary, the modifications are substantial after the Si 20 cages are filled with the doping element. For both Xe 2 @Si-34 and Xe 4 @Si-34 systems we calculated the difference between the electronic density of the doped system and a superposition of the electronic density of empty Si-34 and Xe atoms ͑not represented here͒. For the Xe 2 @Si-34 structure, we hardly observe any influence of the doping atom, which is clearly not the case for the Xe 4 @Si-34 structure. These results demonstrate the fundamental role of Si 20 cages in the formation of the electronic structure of the doped clathrate systems. 51 To check that the hybridization mechanisms between the guest atom and the host network are the same for type-I and type-II clathrates, we perform a symmetry analysis for doped Si-34 system at the ⌫ point. The s and p orbitals of the guest atom split to the following irreducible representations: 2T 1u E u T 2u ͔, where the IRs for the atom in the Si 20 ͑Si 28 ͒ cages. are given on the left ͑right͒ of the direct product. Table V presents the energies of three valence and two conduction bands of Si-34 structure with their respective irreducible representations. We see that the top of the valence bands and the bottom of the conduction bands belong to T 1g and T 1u representations, respectively. However, only the T 1u representation can be found among IRs of the doping element. This shows that the coupling takes place mostly with the bottom of the conduction bands, leading to the band gap opening. We see that the hybridization mechanism is exactly the same as we observed while studying Si-46 structure and the cluster models.
F. Optical transitions
The present study demonstrates that contrary to the Si-46 clathrate, the Si-34 structure shows a direct band gap which can be as large as 2 eV ͑DFT value͒ under Xe or I doping ͑Fig. 8͒. This value is probably even larger ͑ϳ2.6 eV͒ if we accept the assumption that the GW correction of 0.6 eV is the same for type-I and type-II clathrates. 26 The direct nature of the band gap and its large value calls for possible use of doped clathrate in optoelectronic devices. This invited us to study the optical transitions in Si-34 and Si-46 systems. This study can be performed using two different approaches. First of all, the momentum matrix elements ͗⌿ nk ͉P͉⌿ n Ј k ͘ can be directly calculated numerically for all band combinations and each k point. Another method is to find irreducible representations of the momentum operator P and one-electron wave functions ⌿ nk and ⌿ n Ј k . The selection rules 52 can be further applied to determine if a transition is possible or not. We used a symmetry-based approach, although the first method was also used in parallel in several cases to make sure that both approaches give exactly the same results. Si-34 the study was performed at the high-symmetry ⌫ point, as well as along ⌫-X and X-M directions ͑⌬ and Z directions, respectively͒. We see that the direct electric-dipole transitions are not allowed by symmetry in Si-46 system in the chosen k points and directions. The situation is not changed by intercalation, although, as it was pointed out before, the conduction bands change dramatically.
For Si-34 systems, the study was performed at all high symmetry points and directions of the Brillouin zone. Table  V shows the results only for ⌫ and L points and along the L-⌫ and ⌫-X directions ͑respectively, ⌳ and ⌬ directions͒. The band structure of Si-34 predicts a direct transition at the high-symmetry L point ͑Fig. 2͒. However, the symmetry analysis shows that the electric-dipole transition is not allowed at this point, neither for the undoped Si-34, nor for Xe-doped structure. The transition is also forbidden in all the other high-symmetry k points of the BZ for both systems. We found that for the undoped Si-34 case, the direct transitions are allowed only along the ⌫-X direction. These transitions are also allowed for the Xe-doped structure, but the change of the bands topology near the gap allows additional direct transitions along the L-⌫ direction ͑Table V͒.
At first sight, such results does not play in favor of using doped clathrate in opto-electronic applications, even though the switching of the dipole matrix elements along the L-⌫ direction for Xe 6 @Si-34 means that at finite temperature a few electrons would be allowed to relax by emitting a visible light photons. However, a more complete study of doping by other elements or of stress induced symmetry breaking would be interesting to see if the dipole matrix elements can be made non zero. Our results can be compared with those of the type-III clathrate ͑hex-Si-40͒ presented by Galvani et al. 21 They have shown that this latter clathrate ͑hypotheti-cal phase͒ shows too a direct but nonactive optical transition.
IV. CONCLUSION
We have reported an extensive ab initio study of structural and electronic properties of type-I and type-II silicon clathrates doped by the elements more electronegative than silicon. We have released a general behavior of the doping by elements more electronegative than silicon. It was demonstrated that physical and mechanical properties of silicon clathrates can be tuned in a wide range by choosing an appropriate dopant from the right side of the periodic table. In particular, doping by the noble gas atoms increases significantly the band gaps of Si-46 and Si-34 systems ͑up to 1.9 eV DFT value͒. Doping by I, Te, or Br atoms ͑moving to the left in the periodic table͒ leads to the formation of a p-type doped semiconductor with the gap up to 2 eV. And, finally, doping by Sn or Ge atoms makes a pure metallic system out of type-I and type-II clathrates. Our results show that the hybridization mechanisms between the electronic states of the guest atom and the host network play a fundamental role in increasing the bulk modulus and opening of the fundamental gap of silicon clathrates. Using a group theoretical analysis, we have further demonstrated that in Si-46 and Si-34 clathrates the orbitals of the guest atom couple mostly with the bottom of the conduction band of the silicon network, while coupling with the top of the valence band is forbidden by symmetry. These mechanisms were verified by studying doped Si 20 , Si 24 , and Si 28 clusters-the building blocks of the clathrates. Finally, we have demonstrated that the symmetry of the system influences significantly the optical properties of Si-46 and Si-34 clathrates. In particular, a direct optical transition, which was predicted by ab initio calculations for Si-34 clathrate, appears to be forbidden by symmetry in a dipole approximation.
